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ABglRACt,
A dlv«r»ltr-flOflAl»tof t«öhalq«« 1» dworlbad f»!»l<& r^ooes frequency dlatortloa caused by nultlpeth prop»g*tlo« la hlg^freiitteaoy,
single- er dpuble-eIdeband, voice, »adle traaeaieeloa. By repetitively
sweeping a null through the vertical pclar pattera of the reeelvlog tar
tenna, the relative amplitude of Signal compoaeat» «rrlvinj by the various propagation modes is varied at a rate which Is high eompared with
the highest audio modulating frequency. A ruanlag average of the Wmevarying resultant of the various mode voltages 1« diode rectified to
extract the audio intelligence. Mode-iaterierence-eaused traasmlwlott
nulls at particular frequencies in the radio spectrum are filled In by
this averaging process. The technique raqulres no «ore equipment thau
conventional combining and would appear to offer ouporior perfownaaee.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The following Is concerned with reducing the frequency distortion
encountered in voice o«ubroadband data transmission over high-frequency
radio circuits"subject to selective fading.

The term "frequency dis-

tortion" used here has the same meaning as In audio-amplifier practice
and has reference to the steady-state amplltude-of-transmission-vs-modulation-frequency characteristic of the radio circuit.

As a result of

selective fading, this characteristic is not flat; mode interference results In the existence of one or more nulls lying within the bandwidth
of a voice channel.

As the ionosphere chatiges, the position of these

nulls in the spectrum drifts.

When the position of a transmission null

coincides with that of the carrier of an amplitude-modulated transmission, severe amplitude distortion due to overmodulatlon occurs if the
receiver detector is a simple diode.

Even when the Carrier is strong,

and such overmodulatlon does not occur, the presence of drifting transmission nulls at other frequencies within the passband causes changes in
audio quality which are unnatural and which detract from intelligibility.
The audible effect of these nulls can b« simulated in the ease of clean
program material by slowly tuning a comparatively broad "notch filter"
through the audio-frequency range.

•

Simple diversity combiners [Ref. l] Intended for radiotelephone use
eliminate the carrier dropouts but do not Improve the frequency distortion.

The following note will describe an alternative approach to diver-

sity combining in which a special kind of average is automatically taken
of the contributions of the several modes which may be present to transe
mission at each audio frequency.

- 1 -
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II.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Figure 1 shows the way in which frequency distortion in hf transmission arises.

In part (a) it is assumed that only one ionospheric

path exists between a given transmitter and receiver, a circumstance encountered comparatively seldom in practice.

In this situation there can

be no multipath, and the amplitude of transmission over the intelligence
bandwidth will be independent of the radio frequency.
In Fig. l(b), two transmission paths are shown, one an upper ray
and the other a lower ray.

Except for certain special situations, two

such rays will always be present in one-hop transmission.

In the state

of affairs illustrated, it is assumed that the paths of the two rays do
not diverge appreciably.

Therefore, the transmission time delay will be

nearly the same for both paths, and the amplitude of transmission for
both will be nearly the same.

A^ some radio frequency, marked by the

arrow in Fig. l(b), the phase of continuous-wave energy transmitted over
one path will be opposite to that transmitted over the other, and cancellation of the resultant signal will result.

At frequencies to either

side of this "null frequency", the two individual-path contributions
will no longer be In precise phase opposition, and partial transmission
will tak« place.
Xf the radio frequency departs sufficiently from the null frequency,
a point in the spectrum will usually be found at which cancellation one«
again takes place.

The frequency separation between null« is related to

the difference in transmission time delay of th« two paths (Ref. 2],

If

the delay-time difference is small, the spacing of the nulls In tha frequency spectrum is large.
In part (c) of the figure, an important practloal oase is shown,
where interference occurs between the one-hop and the two-bop modes.

Ift

practice, the spread in propagation delay timas encountered In lonospherlo
transmission will normally not exceed 2 mseo.

It follows from this that

the minimum spacing between transmission nulls In the frequency spectrum
is in the order of 500 cps.

The position of these nulls In the spectrum

is subject to continuous change, owing to motion of the lonospherlo layers, which alters the phase relationships between the signal «aontrIbutiona
delivered by the various modes.
SEL-63-146
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It should be noted that the transmission-vs-frequency curves of
Fig

1 apply to the case of steady-state sisals.

By "steady state" is

implied that signal components at-or very close to-a givea radio frequency endure for a time interva! long compared ^th the relative mode
delay times.

In the case of speech trahsmissio». the steady-st»tt pic-

ture is valid for most of the high-energy voice aampoftents, which Uve
relatively long durations.

However, some «peech souods. suoh as frica-

tives and sibilants, are highly transient.

When a 2-msec relative time

delay is present, a 1-msec transmitted impulse will appear to be doubled
in duration at the receiver.

In this situation, the steady-state view-

point is meaningless, and the averaging procedure proposed in this note
offers no advantage. However, much o* the time, the inter-wd« relative
time-delay differences of significance will fall in the 200- to SOOn.sec
range.

This is especially true of the shorter U.t.. several thousand

Kilometer) transmission paths.

Xn this situation, «ode averaging to re-

duce frequency distortion should offer real advantage in transmission of
both speech and music.

I
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III.

PROPOSED SOLUTION

Consider the two-mode situation of Fig. l(c}.

If, at the radio

frequency at whtoh a üMll ooeurs, some means aan be found to upset the
equality of transmission via the two modes, or to render the relative
phase of the two voltages thus delivered to the receiving antenna other
than opposite, the null oould be removed, or at least shifted to another
radio frequency.

The problem is to Had a «rajr to do this continuously

and automatically, so that no attention on the part of an operator is
required.
To alter the relative enplltude (and, a« an incidental, the relative
phase) of the two downcomiag rays of Fig. iCc), it 14 possible to uee
variable antenna directivity as Shown in Fig. 2(b).

Since high-frequency

propagation to a first approximation lies in the great-circle plane passing through transmitter and receiver, a steerable null In the vertical
polar pattern ol the receiving antenna is needed to alter relative mode
amplitudes.

The null cat» be adjusted so ss to reject a particular,mode,

or received-signal component.
Such a null could be provided by means of an interferometer arrangement similar to that showi» in Fig. 2(a).

Antennas spaced vertically one

above the other are shown, but two antennas of the same height spaced along the great-aiwle dirsction to the distant transmitter could also be
used.

The objeotlve la either Case is to generate a polar pattern which

approximates the ideal form Show» i» Vie- 2(b).

By varying the phase of

the phast «Mftear »llWtrated la Fig. 2(a), it is assumed that a null
Will b§ C8«sed to »ore through tn# Vertical polar pattern of the interferometer,

the three parts of Fig. 3(b) represent patterns obtained with

three different sattingt of ths phase shifter of Fig. 2(a).
>art C«) Of Fig. 2 Shows thS Sffeet on the relative phase and amplitude Of the two Insomtiif node voltsgas, of setting the pattern null to
these tbre« positions«

Firsh <ms node U discriminated against, and then

the other.

The restiltsnt VOltagS delivered to the receiver for each of the three
antenna patterns is shown in tbe pbasor diagrams of parts (d), (e) and (f)
of Fig. 2«

The variation Of this resultant voltage with the position of
- 5 -
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purpose is to reject any 45-kc beat irequeney and to pass the desired
modulation-fnuuency band.

In order to produce Interferosieter action,

the gains ot th« two receivers should at all tlaes be equal.

Thus an

AGO voltage ce»mop to both recaivefs «uat be derived fro» the single

diode load«
The ope*an<m oi the arrangement o* Pig. 3 can be visualized tf
reference to th« wave lonns of Fig. 4.

Por simplicity, let It U a*-

sumed initially that only one »ode Is present, *s In Flg. Ua^. t*<A
antenna then receives a steady voltage corresponding to that W** «inc.
the antennas have equal response and the receiver gains are equal, th«
** l„ter«edlate-^equency voltage» will be equal In a^plltud« »»<S »Ui
b«at together at a 45-k« rate, as In Pig. 4(a).

It the lnco«l^ flgfl

is a^lltude »odulated at aa audio »ate. th« Intensity of both reaei*e4
eignal co^onente elll vary la »ynchtonl«, wd the envelop« <* th« 4«*iea
heate will vary with time, as in Pig. 4(0. The demodulated envelop« *l
this wave form, appearing at the output terminal* of the low-pa« ilUer.
is show» m Fig, 4U); thl* Should be a replica of th« Uan*mter «odMlatiftg voltage»
SEL-Ö3-1445
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ASSUMED SINtlSOIDAL
MODULATIN« FREQUENCY

«19. 4. DIODf OfTECtOR WAVEFOR»^ AS JH FIG.^ FOR CASE WHERE ONLY ONE WCOMIM«
MODE IS PRESEMi; AS IN FIG. I|<4

lUH »oft tftaft «B« ln<MmUg Äo<»« 4» i)»«s«a«. th« aotto» of th« oomtll»«« <Mk t% ns«alJU«4 with th» at* Q* Pig. 8.

Assume lor simplicity

that oftV tÄ) *04«« M» t««s«hf, t« la Fig. iCc), and that thef ate of
mqtaX intoftsJtA *»swn» tfcat »• t#o receivers of Fig. 3, connecied to
their »«sp^ct^e aUtenttaS, «r« Jtoducing the idealized polar-pattern
♦arlatlolk Allttstrateci In fig» «CO. and that this variation repeats once
par cyel« of 45-ko difference «teqtfency.

The resultant i-f voltage vrhich

la applied to the dlod« detector c«n be found by constructing phasor diagian^ *x<* »s ttu>«e shown la parts (d), (a), and U) of Fig. 2,

The vari-

»tioik o< tl»a «mpllVide «J tht» »esultant during one cycle of the 43-kc
difference freauanoy Is shown at the left in Fig. S. Parts (a), CbJ, and
(c) of Tig. S illustrate th* envelope of this resultant for the three
conditions of relative phase between the two mode voltages. On the righthand std« in Fig. 5 are shown amplitude-vs-frequency curves for a single

- 9 -
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RADIO FREQUENCY
CORRESPONDING TO THE GIVEN
MODE-VOLTAGE PHASE SHIFT

FREQUENCY
h INTELLIGENCE J
BANDWIDTH

FREQUENCY
1
INTELLIGENCE J
P" BANDWIDTH
^1

FREQUENCY
hINTELLICENCE-J
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\

4ci Mod« »oltog«» 180 op»«

FIG, % DIOO% DITECTOR INPUT-VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS WHEN TWO MOOES PRESENT. MROIFMRMT
»EUW« MODI WOLTACE PHASES, »HOWIH« BQWVAtENT RADIO «eQUBMCf.

aatepn« «n« »taei^tf. w«b WOW |ndtQ%tl«g »• points in tht nttOfre^uwcy ■pMfm W*?<**t*9 *> »e. Ihr«. Äswm^d relative i«etf%la H,. 5(0, the teo »od« voltage» »re eesuin^ to be la Dkas«.
%hen that «oedlttca appUee. • .H-plt »w^« ^w Jlnd • ,,mjetn,w **
tue fre4«eft«y ipeetrum at the eperattnf «tetueacf. For tfce pl^e-Allfer
**xxt*e »MA rewlts la the polar pattera afcoea la toe alddle dlafra«
of He. «(«). **• ^ »^ vpUagee will *• receive« vitb equal «nplttu4e. Oaa vtll be received la one labe et the eateane. «ad the other la
the «ther. Siace the phaae of voltage ptched «p la o«e lobe will be revered with reapeot to that pl<*ed ap la the other, at that particuiar
instant In the phase ahif ter or dUfereace^requeaey cycle, the two mode
voltage« cancel and the resultaat Is zero, «owever. for the other two
polar patterns corresponding to the other positions oi the phase shifter
SEL-63-146
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Illustrated In Fig. 2(b), the mode-voltage resultant is not sero.

Thus,

if an average of the resultant voltage is taken over one cycle of the
difference frequency (i.e., over one sweep of the antenna polar pattern)
a finite output is obtained.

The value of this average, for all three

relative mode-voltage phases, is Indicated in the center of the figure.
Note that when the relative mode phase is 180 deg, which results in
a null at the operating frequency In Ä»e stiqpla receiver, the mode-averaging receiver has an output whose average over on« cycle of patten»
variation is also finite.
Similarly, a quadrature phase relationship between the mode eoltages
results in an average value mot far different fro» the aver*ffee tor the
other two values of relative mode phases»
The voltage appearing a4 the output terminals ol the low-pass filter
of Fig, 3 is «he running average (over the 45-%« difference frequeno/^
of the sum of «he two 4-f voltages fed to the diode detector.

The «afta«

tion of this average with relative phase of the individual mode ♦outages
is shown fn fig» 6.

Sine« the different relative phase« «orreapond to

|a| Slngt« r«<el*«r

Pj-

FREQUENCf
INTELUCENCE
BANDWIDTH

-\

(bj Med«>ovacagfng tt6«lv«t

FREfiUENCY

• I-

mTELLICENCE
BANDWIDTH

4

FIG. 6. TRANSMISSION VERSUS FREQUENCY CURVES, SHOWING
COMPARISON BETWEEN SINGLE RECEIVER AND MODE-AVERAGINC
RECEIVER, WHEN TWO EQUAL MODES ARE PRESENT,

-u-

.
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diff«rent radi» Ireqnenciss, ¥1«. 6 i» also a plot of ampUWde of response vs radio frequenay. wWch may be compared directly with tbat of
the simple reetlver.

In the mode-averaging receiver, the frequenfly dis-

törtlou over the Intelligence baadwidth Is considerably reduced, although
some is «till present.

To the extent that frefluency distortion Is re-

duced, »odUatl<« rfiould sot»d »ore natural,

la addition, with ampli-

tude modulaWoft, the Utervals or owennoduletlo« distortion due to vteakfte«» of the «ar#&et »fcoul4 be leS« farequeat and ies» intense.

SEL-6a-l4ft
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IV.

ADDITIQWAL COMMENTS

The idealized polar patterns of Ptg. 2{*} Mil »ot be loo well approximated by the simple interferometer arrange»ent lUttstrated In part
(a) of that figure.

However. It c%a be «ppreolated that vlrWall/ any

kind of a polar-patter vartatloa resulting from

«A

•ffectlv« phas« eh«t

bttveen Uie two pickup ai>te»n«a will tend to reduce the depth ot a fittll
in the transmlssioji baud ol a simple »»tew»» »wl receiver.

A» optlmtt»

arrangement would wery probably oail Jtor % »ery deep MIX wbiob Is swept
fhrotogh the entire range of d©WMo»li« w»v* «ngler ooastltutlng • gt^ta
received signal,

flowewer. It 9%ems oletr that l»M-thaa»ldeal pol%jfpat-

tera «kaft^es «111 still glw« tise«i»l advantage.
A t)ra«tlcat dUllaalty will be that of keeping th« reiatfvf gains
o* the **> »•«•t^ara nearly ecpul over the eoj^lete AQC aha^ Acterlstle,
•HMM

anj departure from gala equality at some particular val«ie of AGC

voltag« will »aw« the elf eat o« redwcln? the d«pth ot the desUed «nil.
It ca» aso U «eea that thera la no simple way to ebeok this fain «q^ial«
Ity by fnspeatloU o| the iS wavefom aorofs the Input to tke diode detector,

«inca mora than two IneoalAg »ode« »111 ba preseat dtirlw «aieb

o< the time to practice, it can ba appreciated that tha it wave/om» o*
Fig. S «ay he vary «on^le».
fipaetng tha aatannas transversely with respect to the diractioa of
tbe distant radio transmitter »ill produce »uch lea« eXiectlve «oda %veraging. since sijpnals tead to arrive •long the great «irele, Aataoaaa
tranaversely spaced produce one or more pattern nulls which «***> to a»l*
«uth, rather than elevation, to a «ret approatlaatlon. a mu\tlpat*interference-caused null la the received ttaasatssloa band will »ot t»
altered by variation of the azlmuthal polar pattern of tha recelvtog a»V
tenna.

However. In practice aalmuthal polar-patrern variation i* «a&do«

accomplished without some ingidental vertlcal-plane-pattefa Citation,
which would undoubtedly contribute soma useful mode averaging.
In addition, in the case of very long radio-transmission paths,
the arriving signal energy (although roughly centered on the great circle)
often deviates momentarily quite substantially from the great-circle direction. It is entirely possible that the ampUtufle-of-transmission-vsfrequency characteristic of signals deviated out of the great Circle may
_ ig _
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differ substantially from that of energy which happens to have traveled
within the great-circle plane.

To the extent that this is true, useful

mode averaging might be accomplished by changes in azimuthal polar pattern only.

SEL-63-146
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APPLICATION TO SlgMfcElgB^S HECEP110N

in order for this techniaue to action properly in the »asa of
single-sidehand tra„smisslon. the reduced or »iss** carrier ^ he
Juppued or exaited within each receiver prio, to the ^-rs
J
..if
This
is
necessary
for
the
proper
operation
of
4t
bining operation itself.
This is nee«
/
T^ the case of reduced-carrier reception, »nly one
the diode detector. In the case OT r
*,-bBe
i^sn^ circuit would be requUr-d, sinoe *f ***
carrier-selecting and exalting circuit wou
^^^auenct
4iia«or. Cexcept fo* the last IntermedUte^equeBcf
of common local oscillators ^excepi
co„veralo„l. drlf. U «* teaelv«, can be «a^Hed.
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VIi

COMPARISON WITH OTHER COMBINERS

The dual, space-diversity, amplitude-modulation, radiotedephone
combining technique of Ref. 1 calls for two receivers so interconnected
that the common audio output at any instant is supplied entirely by that
receiver whose antenna picks up the strongest carrier component.

Since

reception in this situation is effectively that of one receiver and one
antenna, mode-interference-caused frequency distortion will inevitably
be present.

The principal advantage afforded by this arrangement is

reduction oi overmodulation distortion cawsed by fading of the carrier.
tlM »ame advantage may also be had~at lower cost-by use of exaltedcarrier recaption.
frequency distortion cannot be eliminated by simple addition of two
independently received and independently fading sets of sidebands.

Even

though a -hole» in one sideband spectrum will appear to be filled by a
ma.imum An the other, -hole." at other positions in the combined spectrum
will be created by interference between oppositely phased signal components.

Double-sideband amplitude modulation Is in reality dual frequency-

diversity, single-sideband transmission with linear addition of the audio
voltages derived fro« each set of side frequencies.

It Is well known

tha« no fading advantage results from this arrangement.
A recent approach to dual space-diversity combining in single-sideband radiotelephone practice calls for division of the audio-frequency
range Into three equal suDbands, which might be designated as A. B, and
C

the total speech energy in subband

A

compared with the total energy in subband
antenna.

obtained from one antenna Is
A

derived from the second

By means of an audio mixer whose setting varies in accordance

with the square of the ratio of the two subband signal strengths, the
common output (in the frequency range of audio subband

Aj

is in effect

supplied from that anteuna receiving the strongest signal in subband
Thus, if mode interference cause, a null to appear in the subband

A.

A

r^nge of one antenna, the missing audio frequencies can in genera! be
applied by the subband

A

output of the other antenna.

The principal difficulties with this approach are practical.
subband-selecting filters tend to introduce phase di.tortio* at the

SEL-63-146
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edges of their passbands, which may result in irregularities in the
overall transmission-vs-frequency characteristic.

Careful initial

relative-gain settings are required for best performance of the ratiosquared combiners, calling for skill and attention on the part of operators.

Finally, it is found in practice that these adjustments, once

found, tend to drift with time, thus requiring continued supervision on
the part of operating staff.
The reason for this drift Is subtle, and appears to be the following.

With few exceptions, receiving stations are built on sites having

local terrain irregularities.

Thus, there will be minor, but nonethe-

less significant, differences in the vertical polar patterns of identically constructed, spaced antennas»

Ionospheric transmission normally

involves a multiplicity of hops} thus, received signal energy will arrive at a variety of vertical angles.

Furthermore, the relativ« inten-

sity of each of these signal components will change slowly with time,
owing to polarization changes and to th« variable focusing effect of
ionospheric inhomogeneities.
the order of minutes.

These changes typically have periods in

It can accordingly be expected that the total

sideband energy picked up la two antennas having slightly differing vertical polar patterns wlU slowly drift With time, as the intensities of
signal components at th« various vertical angles change.

It Is this

drift that tends to upset the optimum setting of relative gain ia the
•two pairs of audio-frequency ahaanels.
In mode-averaging aomt>lnl(igA the two antennas of a spa«e-diyerslty
pair are in effect electrically interconnected and form two elements of
what can then be considejred to be single interferometer antenna, of «rray.

In the other methods ol combining, the two antennas are 4» reality

used one at a time, except tor comparatively brief transition Intervals.

- 17
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VII

AN

ALTERNATIVE MODE-AVERAGING COMBINER ARRANGEMENT

The essence of the mode-averaging-combiner approach is the concept
of a continuous variation of the relative amplitudes of the various mode
components with respect to one another, over the range of possibilities,
so that an average of the resultant (over one cycle of the variation) can
be found.

In this way, it is never possible for the mode components com-

pletely to oancel one another out, at some given radio frequency, thereby
producing a transmission null at that frequency.

The transmission null

will always be broken up by altering the relative magnitudes of the mode
components, so that an average over one cycle of the (pattern) variation
wili have a finite value.
The same effect ctmnot be achieved by simple switching between the
outputs of the two receivers, as might at first seem plausible.
A mode-averaging-combiner arrangement alternative to that shown in
Fig. 3 takes advantage of the fact that the polarization of the various
received mode components differs, in general, from one to another.

Thus,

the relative intensities o# the various mode voltages can be changed
jnerely bf rotating the plane of polarization of the receiving antenna.
If the antenna is a simple dipole (or the equivalent), this rotation can
b« synthesized »lectroaically, at a high rate of speed.

The probability

that thft received signal, at Wf given radio «requancy. will disappear
completely during aÄ entire rotation of the antenna, is comparatively

Figure 7 shows how this might be done.

U this situation the re-

ceive« are identical, with identical i-f output frequencies.
oscillators must be locked together in phase.

Conversion

The receiver outputs are

cotmected to a balaneed-modulator-like arrangement, which varies the relative magnitudes and phases of the receiver oatputs in such a way that
there

is

delivered to the diode detector a voltage equivalent to that

from a simple receiver cotmecteri to a physically rotated dipole.
Once again, the low-pass filter averages over the effective antenna
rotation period and permits the audio intelligence to be passed.
It is possible, of course, for this combiner to be deceived by certain special situations.

SEL-63-146

For example, suppose that only two incoming

18

modes were present at some radio frequency, that their instantaneous
phases were in exact opposition, and that their polarization was exactly
the same.

In that event, antenna rotation would be of no avail.

How-

ever, the probability that both signal components should have exactly
equal polarizations at any given instant seems small.

IF
RECEIVER
DtTECTO«

"*'*»» FILTER

''-_HJ*5LrJ^
AUDIO
OUTPUT

>t

If
RECEIVER

IDENTICAL RECEIVERS

AUDIO
OSCILLATOR
FREQUENCY
(FREOUEMO-40 lie)

90 FNASE
SHIFTER

FIG. 7« SIMPLIFIED, ROTATING.POLARIZATION DIVERSITY COMBINER.
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VIII.

CONCLUSIONS

Mode-averaging diversity combining of either kind does not require
any more antennas or receivers than are now used in dual space-diversity
receiving installations.

They therefore appear to be practicable alter-

natives to existing schemes.
It can be said that, whereas existing combiners accept the mode interference and attempt to patch up the trouble after it has happened,
the mode-averaging combiner attacks the trouble at its source, by breaking up the conditions which permit establishment of a mode-interference
transmission null in the modulation passband.
When compared with simple combining of the conventional kind, modeaveraging combining appears to offer significantly better performance.
When compared with the more sophisticated versions of conventional radiotelephone diversity combining, mode averaging appears to offer greater
operating simplicity.

SEL-63-146
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